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Crime, crowds mark Mardi Gras
CRYSTAL MYERS/MUSTANG DAILY
An estimated 35,000 people turned out for Sunday's parade, 
nearly twke as many as at the 2001 parade.
Transient fatally stabbed 
Saturday; mobs swarm 
Cedar Creek Sunday
By Andy Fahey
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRTrtR
A murder in downtown San Luis 
Ohispo Saturday aftemtxm sparked 
off one of the busiest weekends for 
the San Luis Ohispo Police 
l')epartment in recent memory.
Suspect Robert Bowers, 40, a 
transient of San Luis Ohispo, was 
arrested and charged with the mur­
der of Merle Laguna. Laguna, also a 
transient, was 73 years old.
Police responded to a reptirt of a 
stabbing on the 1000 block of 
Niptimo Street in downtown San 
Luis Ohispo at abtiut 3:40 p.m. 
Upon arrival, they found Laguna 
lying on the sidewalk with chest 
wounds. He was taken to Sierra 
Vista Hospital where he was later 
died. An autopsy was scheduled to 
he performed Monday, said Sgt. 
Rocky Miller ofSLOPD.
Wimesses to the incident pointed 
BiTwers iHit to police, which led to 
his attest on Higuera Street. EViwers 
will likely he arraigned Tuesday, 
Miller siiid.
TTie htiinicide incurred aKiut 
three and a half hinirs after a di.spute 
on the same hkx:k of Nipomo 
Street. The altercation involved 
BiTwers, Ligurui, Laguiias 39-year- 
old son Wesley ;tnd a woiuiin whose 
name wus not released.
An investigation revealed that 
Wesley h;id kicked Bowvrs in the 
heail several times while he was on 
the gmund. Wesley was arrested and 
hot>kcd into San Luis Ohispo 
County Jail on a charge of assault 
with a deadly weapon.
Police did not reveal any further 
information except that the investi­
gation will continue.
The events of Friday aftemixm 
did not affect how police dealt with 
the Mardi Gras festivities. Miller 
said.
Police made 139 arrests and 
issued 75 citations during Mardi 
Gras weekend, between Friday and 
the early hours of Monday morning.
Alxxit three-fourths of the arrests 
were for drunkenness in public, said 
Rob Bryn, neighhorhixxl services 
manager in SLOPD’s operation divi­
sion. Thirteen of those arrested are 
Cal Poly students.
One of the most problematic 
areas in town during the weekend 
was the Cedar Creek condominium 
complex. More than 20 officers and 
deputies were at the scene for four to 
five hours. An estimated crowd of 
1,000 people gathered there 
Saturday night, and many experi­
enced the typical Mardi Gras behav­
ior: Heavy drinking and flashing in 
exchange for headed necklaces.
In the midst of the party, two petT- 
ple suffered heixl injuries. One fell 
from a balcony while the other was 
as.saulted. Two officers were also 
stnick with bottles that were appar­
ently thn>wn at them when they 
were guiding EMS personnel to an 
injured person, said Capt. Dan 
Bkmke of SLOPD. TTie officers were 
not injured.
T h ix i^  the party was wild, it was 
“not to the extent it was last year," 
.said Cmdr. Bill Watton of the
see CRIME, page 2
DRC honors 
students, 
com m unity  
members
By Courtney Witt
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
T he Disabled Resource C enter 
(D RC ) Annual Awards Reception will 
take place this Thursday to allocate a 
portion of the $5,600 donated to stu­
dent recipients with disabilities.
The Honorarium Committee was 
put together to choose 14 of the 26 
applicants to receive $400 each.
The committee members were cho­
sen from different departments to guar­
antee no partiality to the applicants, 
said Ellen Polinsky, chair of the 
Honorarium Committee.
The Honorarium Committee was 
comprised of math professor Harvey 
Greenwald, Luann McDonald, Federal 
Work-study and Scholarships Programs 
manager, and Polinsky.
Polinsky said she was thankful for 
the chance to give something back to 
the students.
“It’s easy on a day-to-day basis to 
forget what incredible students we 
have at this university,” Polinsky said. 
“Especially the students setved by 
D RC.”
Many of the students who will 
receive money’ have disabilities that 
keep them from making extra money 
through part-time jobs like many stu­
dents, said Donna Weltmer, support 
services axrrdinator.
“The recipients can chotise to spend 
the money how they want to ,” 
Weltmer said. “Whether that is on 
anything from books to fees is com­
pletely up to them.”
see DRC, page 10
Incoming CSU students 
unprepared, numbers show
By Courtney Witt
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WMTtR
After continuous attempts to pre­
pare students for college-level work, 
many high schtxil administrators and 
staff are falling short of the academic 
challenge, according to a California 
State University report.
O f students enrolling in C SU s dur­
ing the last academic year, 54 percent 
demonstrated proficiency in reading 
and/or writing skills.
The test results came from students 
who took the English Placement Test 
(EPT), an exam given to C SU  fresh­
men before enrollment in their first 
term. It is designed to place students 
in appropriate classes that will help 
them succeed in college-level work.
Although this year’s overall test 
results were 3 percent higher than last 
year, a drop in reading and compre­
hension scores proved that students
are not excelling in all areas, said 
Mary Kay Harrington, Writing Skills 
Program director.
“Comprehension is an important 
skill needed for every class that has 
assigned reading, not just English 
classes," Harrington said. "It is even 
impottant for many things we do on a 
daily basis."
The remaining 46 percent who did 
not score high enough were placed in 
appropriate remedial courses.
Harrington attributes much of the 
fall in comprehensive abilities to the 
constant stimulation many high 
schiKil students are used to.
“Solitude is not something we trea­
sure,” Harrington said. “It seems like 
we are constantly kxiking for stimula­
tion. These ideas do not encourage 
petiple to just take some time to sit 
and read which is a skill that is great-
see FRESHMAN, page 2
Study: Greeks 'get their feet in the door'
By Olga Berdial
MUSTANG OAH.V STAFF WRITER
W ith parties, philanthropy and 
other a.spects of college life aside, do 
Greeks have an advantage when 
trying to find a job?
According to Forbes.com they 
do.
About 25 percent of the chief 
executives of America’s largest cor­
porations on the Forbes Super 500 
were members of college fraterni­
ties, the magazine found.
James Fujiwara, president of Cal 
Poly’s Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity, 
said Greeks have an advantage 
when it comes to finding a job after 
graduation.
“One thing that career services 
always tells students to do is net­
work," Fujiwara said. “There are a 
lot of networking opportunities if 
you are in a fraternity.”
In fact, the last time Fujiwara was 
at a national Phi Sigma Kappa con-
‘W/ien someone is able to express themselves and get 
across how they want to present themselves, it*s • 
impressive.”
Rona Kupec
member of Alpha Chi Omega
help.”
Kupec noted that many women 
from the Cal Poly chapter have 
found jobs from connections made 
on the Web site.
Fujiwara, a business senior, said 
although the Gteek system has 
broad connections, it takes more 
than knowing the right person to 
get a job.
“They can get your foot in the 
doot, but they can’t get you the 
job ,” Fujiwara said. “You have to 
have skills just like everyone else.” 
Alpha Phi member and political
see GREEKS, page 2
vention, he received two job offers.
But fraternity brothers are not 
the only Greeks who benefit when 
choosing a career path.
The Alpha Chi Omega sorority 
has a national Web site with an 
alumni link, where members can 
search a particular geographic area 
for a particular job. It then compiles 
a list of sorority sistets in that posi­
tion, said Rona Kupec, a membet of 
Alpha C hi Omega and business 
seniot.
“T he chances that someone you 
find will be from your chapter are 
slim,” Kupec said, “But even if they 
don’t know you, they are willing to
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CRIME
continued from page 1
University' Police I\:partment.
Although the patty at O d ar Creek 
was relatively tame compared with past 
years, police said the complex did not 
follow through with an out-of-court 
agreement with the city.
There was supposed to he security 
staff on hand who would only allow res­
idents of the condos to enter the com­
plex. In addition, there were supposed 
to lie barricades set up to prevent out­
siders from wandering in, but that didn’t 
occur Saturday night, Bryn said.
Other areas that drew special atten­
tion this weekend were the Kris Kar 
apartments, the neighhorhtxxis directly 
around campus and a house at 71 
Palomar Ave., formerly a fraternity 
house. The parties in these areas attract­
ed an unusually large amount of foot 
traffic around town and resulted in sev­
eral fights, broken car windows and 
other occurrences of vandalism, Blanke 
said.
Police also responded to a distur­
bance at The Graduate nightclub 
Saturday night. Twenty officers and 
deputies were sent to break up a fight 
that had gotten out of hand, Bryn said, 
and police were forced to deploy a pep­
per ball gun on a hostile crowd in the 
club’s parking lot.
Sunday aftemtxin’s parade, however, 
ixcurred with relatively few problems. 
An estimated crowd of 35,000 showed 
up for the parade, nearly twice as many 
as the last parade in 2001.
“We’re pleased with how the daytime 
parade went,” Blanke said. “The crowd’s 
behavior was “much less rowdy.”
TTie lack of crude behavior made for 
less laKtr for rhe parade’s workers.
“There were no problems, st) it made 
it a lot more fun for us,” said Matt 
Andre, who worked security for the 
event with his teammates from the Cal 
Poly ftKithall team. “It was pretty calm - 
a lot calmer than 1 expected it to he.”
Business finance senior Laura Pallet 
echtxid Andre’s thoughts.
“It was definitely a lot tamer than 
previous years,” she said. “You could 
actually walk through downtown. In 
previous years, I felt that you couldn’t 
even make your way through people.”
Police attributed the low number of 
arrests and citations to a number of fac­
tors. Having the parade in the daytime, 
as opposed to during the evening as in 
previous years, was the biggest differ­
ence, Blanke said. Police officials dis­
persed among the parade’s spectators 
and information made available to the 
public beforehand announcing a “zero 
tolerance” policy also contributed to a 
more successful parade.
“We certainly didn’t have the prob­
lems along the parade route that we’ve 
had in the past,” Bryn said.
Despite the parade-goers being rela­
tively well-behaved, more arrests were 
made this year during Mardi Gras week­
end, 139, than during rhe same time in 
2001,120 —  of which 80 (x:curred dur­
ing the parade itself.
Shortly after Sunday’s parade, how­
ever, the arrests began to pile up in the 
downtown bars and the areas nearby. 
Between 4:20 p.m. and midnight 49 
arrests were made, the majority of which 
were alcohol related, Bryn said.
Still, the party scene seemed sub­
dued, Pallet said.
“It was a little crazier,” she said. “1 
think stime of the guys expected to 
make use of their heads. But I don’t 
think it was that much different (than 
any other weekend).”
GREEKS
continued from page 1
science senior Kerensa Pearce said 
being involved in the Greek system 
might help, hut it is not the only fac­
tor in being hired.
“T he president isn’t the president 
because he was G reek,” Pearce said. 
“It takes a certain person to be in a 
position like that.”
It just happens that the same 
qualities that Greeks Ux>k for during 
recruitment might also he the quali­
ties that employers look for, Pearce 
said.
Apart from these advantages, 
Greeks also have the benefit of the
interviewing skills learned during 
recruitment, Kupec said .
“W hen someone is able to express 
themselves and get across how they 
want to present them selves, it ’s 
impressive,” Kupec said.
Clubs and other organizations 
that students are involved in do pro­
vide opportunities, hut not to the 
same extent, he said.
“We have to he a leader and a rep­
resentative of our house ICK) percent 
of the tim e,” Fujiwara said.
Kupec said the leadership and 
organizational skills she learned last 
year as president of her sorority have 
proven most useful.
“Although anything that you get 
involved in, you gain from,” she said.
Pearce agreed by adding that lead­
ership abilities can he gained 
through many channels, not just the 
Greek system.
“Just like in any club, you gain 
leadership abilities,” Pearce said.
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FRESHMAN
continued from page 1
ly needed.”
Criteria for evaluating the scores 
included clarity of thought, fluency, 
careful organization, development of 
ideas and the use of clear and precise 
language.
Some students had to learn these 
skills through college classes and 
teaching themselves, even after they 
passed the EPT.
Kierstin Cabalka, recreation 
adm inistration freshman, had to 
develop these abilities on her own 
while taking her first English class. 
“A t my high school they taught
us basics and fundamentals,” 
Cabalka said. “They did not teach us 
how to creatively think on our own. 
1 definitely had to work on these 
skills once 1 got here.”
O ther students felt that they were 
ready for the challenge of college 
writing due to the drive they were 
encouraged to have in high school.
josh Orr, kinesiology freshman, 
said he was confident his teachers 
prepared him well.
“I might have had a little bit of an 
advantage because I attended a pri­
vate school, but 1 really did feel pre­
pared for college,” Orr said. “My 
teachers came up with new ways to 
write and challenge our skills all the 
tim e.”
Coming up this week
^American Marketing Association - The club 
will host a Mardi Gras night at Tortilla Flats as a 
fund-raiser. It will run from 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 
a.m. tonight.
^Summer Camps and Resorts Job Fair -
Representatives from numerous organiza­
tions, camps and summer job locations will 
come to campus today from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
in Chumash Auditorium.
*Polka Party - The Central Coast Polka 
Society will host this event at the Veterans Hall 
on Grand Avenue Saturday at 5:30 to 7 p.m. 
for singles, couples, beginners and all ages. 
Instruction will be provided.
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National Briefs
Senate leader rejects much of 
GOP budget plan
SA CRA M EN TO  —  A  key state 
Senate leader Monday rejected much 
of an alternative Republican plan 
offered last week, calling parts unreal­
istic and liable to cause even greater 
financial damage to people who 
depend on state spending.
A group of Republican senators 
also unveiled a series of business- 
friendly bills to stop the “hemorrhag­
ing of jobs” from California, including 
one to roll back higher worker com­
pensation benefits.
Sen. John Burton, D-San 
Francisco, the Senate’s president pro 
tern, said the O O P’s plan to close a 
$35 billion budget shortfall without 
raising taxes is based on faulty rev­
enue assumptions. Burton said legisla­
tors would have to cut far more than 
the Republicans are suggesting, 
which could turn away thousands of 
college students and cause even 
greater harm to the state’s millions of 
low-income residents.
The plan offered by the Senate’s 
15-member Republican minority 
accepts $20 billion in cuts proposed 
by Gov. Gray Davis, plus another 7 
percent in cuts and two years of 
spending freezes to balance the bud­
get without raising taxes. It also sug­
gests rolling more than $8 billit)n in 
deficits to the next two years to ease 
the depth of budget cutting.
CIA, FBI dig through items from 
Mohammed's hideout
W A SH IN G TO N  —  FBI and 
C IA  experts dug through piles of
Information Monday from the 
Pakistani home of alleged Sept. 11 
mastermind Khalid Shaikh 
Mohammed, searching for clues that 
new strikes might be imminent.
U.S. authorities also questioned 
Mohammed on Monday, seeking 
information about safe houses and 
hideouts used by the al-Qaida terror 
network, a Pakistani intelligence offi­
cial said.
Mohammed’s exact whereabouts 
were unclear.
Mohammed had been plotting 
attacks against targets in the United 
States and Saudi Arabia in the 
weeks before his capture, U .S . 
counterterrorism officials contend­
ed.
Major airlines' performance 
continues to improve
W A SH IN G T O N  —  T h e 10 
biggest airlines arrived on time 
more oftefi and canceled fewer 
flights in January than in 
Decem ber, continuing improve­
ments that result from changes in 
air traffic control and a drop-off in 
passengers.
Flights on major airlines arrived 
within 15 minutes of schedule 84.9  
percent of the time in January, up 
from 78.3 percent in December, 
the Bureau o f Transportation 
Statistics reported Monday. The 
airlines’ performance improved 4.6 
percent from January to January.
Since early 2001, new air traffic 
procedures and changes in airline 
schedules to avoid delays resulted 
in continual improvement, said 
David Sm allen, spokesman for the
Bureau of Transportation 
Statistics.
Storms in February may change 
that, said David Stempler, presi­
dent of the A ir Travelers 
Association.
“W eather is usually the factor 
that causes delays,” he said.
Bankrupt carrier U nited 
Airlines had the best on-tim e per­
formance and canceled the fewest 
flights of all the major airlines for 
the second month in a row.
Stem pler said it’s too soon to tell 
whether new security procedures 
are reducing the number of mis­
handled bags.
In January, the airlines reported 
a 7.7 percent decrease since 
December in the number of reports 
of lost, damaged, delayed or pil­
fered luggage.
In temat ional Br i efs
U.S. expects vote on resolu­
tion to authorize war in Iraq 
'quite soon'
U N ITED  N A TIO N S —  A vote 
on a new U.N. resolution authoriz­
ing force against Iraq will likely 
come next week, after the chief 
weapons inspectors address the 
deeply divided Security Council, 
U .S . officials said Monday.
U .S . Ambassador John 
Negroponte said the United States 
expects a vote on its resolution 
“quite soon” after Hans Blix and 
Mohamed ElBaradei update the 
council Friday on Iraq’s coopera­
tion in elim inating its nuclear, 
chem ical, biological and long-
range missile programs.
“Our view is that we don’t need 
to debate this very simple and 
straightforward resolution,” the 
U .S. envoy said after discussing the 
date for the inspectors’ briefing 
with G uinea’s U .N . ambassador, 
the council president for March. 
“We would expect a vote quite 
soon thereafter.”
A U .S . official said “there is no 
current plan to vote” immediately 
after Friday’s report. “A ll indica­
tions are that the vote would be 
next week,” the official said, speak­
ing on condition of anonymity.
Rebel group: It won't negoti­
ate with United States for 
release of American hostages
B O G O T A , C olom bia —  
Colom bia’s largest rebel group said 
Monday it would negotiate with 
Colombia but not with the United 
States for the release of three 
A m ericans captured after their 
plane crashed.
T he three were seized Feb. 13. A 
fourth Am erican and a Colom bian 
army sergeant on the plane were 
killed near the crash site.
T he four Americans were work­
ing for C alifornia Microwave 
Systems, a division of Northrop 
Grumman, which has a contract to 
work for the Pentagon in 
Colombia.
The United States has said that 
it had no intentions of negotiating 
with the rebel group, the 
Revolutionary Armed Forces of 
Colombia, or FA RC, which is on 
the State Department’s list of ter­
rorist organizations.
W hite House spokesman Ari 
Fleischer said President Rush 
began his day with a phone call to 
C olom bian President Alvaro 
Uribe.
Twenty Guantanamo prison­
ers moved into new medium- 
security prison
SA N  JU A N , Puerto R ico —  
T he U .S. military has moved 20 
terror suspects at Guantanamo Bay, 
Cuba, into a new medium-security 
prison block, an American official 
said Monday.
The detainees were moved over 
the weekend to Camp 4 from an 
adjacent high-security prison 
where they were held in individual 
cells, said Lt. Col. Barry Johnson, a 
military spokesman.
He said the new camp, which is 
still under construction, offers 
rewards for cooperative prisoners 
including dormitories for commu­
nal living, more books, additional 
showers and recreation time.
Currently, those in the high- 
security prison may exercise twice 
a week for 15 minutes.
There are about 650 detainees 
from more than 40 countries at the 
U .S. naval base in eastern Cuba. 
A ll are accused of having links to 
A fghanistan’s fallen Taliban 
regime or the al-Qaida terrorist 
network, though none have been 
formally charged.
Briefs compiled from The Associated 
Press wire service by Mustang Daily 
news editor Andra Coberly.
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Inspectors never noted 
flammable material at club
By Michael Weissenstein
A sso c ia ted  Pr ess  W riter
W EST WARWICK, R.l. —  
Inspectors never reported seeing the 
highly flammable and possibly illegal 
foam covering the walls of a nightclub 
where 98 people were killed in a fast- 
moving fire last month, according to 
dixzuments released Monday that raise 
the possibility the inspections were 
Kitched.
TTie dcKuments —  more than 60 
pages covering three years of insp>ec- 
tions at The Station by town building 
and fire officials —  do not mention the 
egg-crate packaging material employees 
say was installed as soundproofing in 
2000.
Town Manager Wolfgang Bauer 
could not say why the foam wasn’t 
noted in the reports. “They either didn’t 
see it or it wasn’t there. Those are the
two ptissibilities,’’ Bauer said.
Fire iiTspector Denis Larocque and 
building inspector Stephen Murray did 
not immediately return calls seeking 
comment.
The club’s stage manager and sound 
engineer, Paul Vanner, said the foam 
had been there since 2000. An attorney 
for one of the club’s owners said they 
had no idea the material was dangerous.
“At no time were they ever told by 
anyone that this foam was not appropri­
ate. I mean, they just didn’t know it 
until that night, sadly,” said Kathleen 
Hagerty, who represents co-owner 
Michael L>irderian.
The foam is believed to be a key part 
of the investigation into the Feb. 20 fire 
sparked by the pyrotechnics display of 
the band Great White. Flames raced up 
soundproofing behind and above the 
stage and roared through the club in 
mere minutes.
Pentagon: N. Korean 
fighter jets intercept 
U.S. spy plane
► First similar Incident 
since the April 1969 
killing of 31 Americans 
on surveillance plane
By Robert Burns
AP M ilitary W riter
W A SH IN G TO N  —  Four armed 
N orth Korean fighter jets inter­
cepted a U .S . reconnaissance plane 
over the Sea of japan and one of 
the Korean jets used its radar in a 
m anner that indicated it might 
attack, U .S . officials said Monday.
Lt. Cmdr. Jeff Davis, a Pentagon 
spokesman, said it was the first such 
incident since April 1969 when a 
N orth Korean plane shot down a 
U .S . Navy EC -121 surveillance 
plane, k illing all 31 A m ericans 
aboard.
T he most recent crisis involving 
U .S . reconnaissance aircraft was in 
April 2001 when a C hinese fighter 
je t  collided with a Navy EP-3 
plane, forcing it to make an emer­
gency landing on C hin a’s Hainan 
Island. T he fighter pilot was killed 
and the A m erican crew was 
detained for 11 days.
T h e latest in cid ent happened 
Sunday morning, Korean tim e, and 
there was no hostile fire, Davis 
said.
A dispute between the U nited 
S tates and N orth Korea over 
nuclear weapons developm ent 
increased last week when North 
Korea restarted a 5-megawatt reac­
tor that could produce plutonium 
for such weapons. North Korea said 
Saturday that nuclear war could 
break out at “any m om ent.”
In the Sunday incident, Davis 
said. North Korean planes “shad­
owed” the A m erican plane over 
international waters for about 20 
minutes before breaking off.
Two North Korean M iG 29 fight­
ers and two other aircraft that
Davis said appeared to be M iG23 
fighters intercepted the A ir Force 
R C -1 3 5 S  reconnaissance plane, 
which Davis said was conducting a 
routine intelligence mission over 
the Sea of japan about 150 miles off 
N orth Korea’s coast.
T h e closest the fighters came was 
about 50 feet, Davis said.
He did not know whether there 
was any com m unication between 
the North Korean and American 
crews.
A t one point one of the fighters 
“locked on” to the U .S . plane with 
its fire-support radar, Davis said. 
T his is an action that would indi­
cate  a possible in ten t to  fire, 
although in this case there was no 
hostile fire.
T h e U .S . plane broke off its mis­
sion and returned to its home sta­
tion at Kadena Air Base in japan, 
Davis said.
T h e Am erican plane is a highly 
specialized version of the R C -135 
series o f reconnaissance planes. 
T h is version, nicknam ed “Cobra 
B a ll,” is loaded with electron ic 
receivers and features large circular 
windows in the fuselage for the 
photography o f foreign ballistic- 
missile tests at long range. The 
in telligen ce equipm ent aboard 
includes m ultiple infrared te le ­
scopes.
T he R C -135 planes are modified 
Boeing 707s.
T h e  in cid ent happened amid 
heightened tensions between the 
U nited States and N orth Korea. 
T h e two countries have no formal 
diplom atic relations, and N orth 
Korea frequently cornplains that 
jo in t U .S .-Sou th  Korean military 
exercises are a prelude to a U .S.-led  
invasion.
T he U .S . A ir Force regularly flies 
U -2 spy plane missions to monitor 
North Korea’s military, including 
its nuclear facilities.
Mustang Daily
Strive to Provide's-Masquerade Ball
to benefit the Kabul University Children's Center
 ^ Friday, J^larch^th 
\  8:|)0pm to 11:00pm
Semi-for'rifal attire and masks
\
$10 per person 
$18 per couple
Tickets available at the door and 
at the Student Community Services Office
UU 217 756-5834
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Monterey County Parks Dept. - Mount Hermon Association - Peoce Corps 
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Space Endeavour Comp - Vermilion Valley Resort - Wheel Fun Rentals
YMCA Camp Jones Gulch - and morel
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Mountains à  San Luis Obispo.
hunting w ill never be easier!
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Spanish language Immersion Program
General Information Meeting
Thursday, March 6 ,6pm
Erhalt Agriculture Bldg, (lo), Rm. 225
Courses offered this summer: Span tai. Span taa. Span 124, 
Span 301, Hum 310, Gra^ 308, Psyc 301. Psyc 314
Summer 2003 - Valladolid
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M Dr. William Martinez, 756-2889. 
email wmartinc^colpoly.edu
e  Continuing Education at 756-2053, 
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htqj://www.comiituing-ed.calpoly.edu/travel_ spain.html
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Gallery
In Kennedy Library, taking a trip without taking a trip
► Gallery space in 
Kennedy Library offers 
students space to stretch 
their creative muscles
By Meghan Nowakowski
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
A tent, suitcase and road maps 
may not he sources of inspiration 
for most people, hut two photogra­
phy co n ce n tra tio n  seniors have 
turned th eir road trip across 
A m erica into a work of art.
Literally.
A lison  C hadw ick and Ju lie 
Bredderman have created an expo­
sition they titled “G O  A W O L,” of 
their adventure; which will he fea­
tured in the Photo O ption Gallery 
in the Kennedy Library this week.
T h e show is named after the m il­
itary acronym for “absent without 
leave,” .something both artists said 
they were doing.
Chadwick and Bredderm ans’ pic­
tures reflect the diverse subject
“Art is a reflection o f  the 
culture which is creating it. 
So the work that is shown 
is a reflection o f  what can 
be on students' minds."
Austin Goldin
Art and design senior
m atter found along this country’s 
highways.
“Our pictures are o f a ton of dif­
ferent th in gs,” Chadw ick said. 
“They range from street signs, to 
basic things we saw on the road, to 
us after a night in New O rleans.”
Photos will not be the only in ter­
esting part of the artists’ display. 
Open suitcases, pitched tents and 
ice coolers filled with food will also 
be part of their exhibit.
“We are trying to create an envi­
ronm ent so when people come in, 
they feel like we felt when we were 
on the trip ,” Bredderman said.
Photo O ption G allery director 
ja n n  LaP ointe said the gallery
T T T
CRYSTAL MYERS/MUSTANG DAILY
Tucked away in the corner of Kennedy Library is a space where artists can use walls, floor and ceiling 
to bring their visions to life.
'ìii fe
CRYSTAL MYERS//MUSTANG DAILY
Artist Julie Bredderman snapped this self portrait somewhere in Canyon Country. 
This image and many others ifrom her trip are fodder for 'Go Awol,' currently on 
exhibit at the Photo Option Gallery.
enables photography students to 
display th eir work, w ithout the 
com m on w aiting 
lists and other 
obstacles they 
may run into at 
other galleries.
“1 th ink  the 
gallery is so popu­
lar because it is an 
easy way for stu­
dents to get their 
artwork show n,” 
LaPointe said. “In 
o th er places
throughout San 
Luis, there can be 
a waiting list of up 
to a year.”
LaPointe, an art 
and design senior, 
also th inks that 
the gallery fills a 
cultural void on 
campus.
“There is a lot 
o f artwork created 
on the C al Poly 
campus, but most 
people d on’t get 
to  see it,” she said.
“T he Photo O ption Gallery is a 
great place for people to see what is 
being done.”
Photography senior A ustin 
G oldin agrees.
“Art is a reflection of the culture 
which is creating it ,” he said. “So 
the work that is shown is a reflec­
tion of what can be on students’ 
minds.”
T h e gallery has been attracting 
students, professors and even peo­
ple from out of town.
“O ne o f the students that had his 
work in the gallery actually got an 
e-m ail from a man in San C lem ente 
that wanted to purchase one of his 
pieces,” Chadwick said.
Liberal arts senior Lisa W ilson 
.said she enjoys visiting the gallery 
whenever she needs a study break 
in the library.
“T he work that these students do 
is amazing,” W ilson said. “It is just 
nice to expose yourself to some­
thing that you may not otherwise 
experience.”
Photography students can sign 
up on a weekly basis to show their 
work. Students can create an 
exhibit on their own or an exhibit
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“There is a lot o f  art work 
created on the Cal Poly 
campus y but most people 
don't get to see it."
Jann LaPointe
Gallery director
can feature work from an entire 
class. Photography students are 
appreciative of the opportunity to 
show their work.
“It is a m otivator because as an 
art student, the whole point of 
expressing yourself is getting people 
to hear what you have to say," 
Goldin said. “You get a chance to 
show classmates what is on yc>ur 
mind. For me, the photo gallery is a 
great opportunity to present my 
work in a format that is pretty pro­
fessional, and anyone can see it."
LaPointe and G oldin will have a 
collaborative show, debuting 
Monday. T h e Photo O ption  
Gallery is located on the first floor 
of the Kennedy Library.
Admission is free.
91.3 KCPR 
Top Thirteen
1. DJ Krush
2. Postal Service
3. Minikon
4. Fischer Spooner
5. The Clean
6. Pas/Cal
7. The Roots
8. Black and Proud #2
9. Insound Tour Support
10. Cat Power
11. GI Joe Killaz
12. Atom and His Package
13. Oula and the RevMo
Gl Joe’s mortal enemies 
come to life and torment 
him with song. The Gl 
Joe Killaz is a Canadian 
hip-hop trio taking on the 
personas of Cobra, Destro 
and the Baroness, occa­
sionally recreating entire 
episodes of the animated 
series in one short song.
■i
T s i f j
Y / i t i i L f U t  J-JarrrjfuJ z j u r n i n ^  j i i i y a
FreeI rip
to C abo  for 2
V
i % -V • i1 m
M i
Trip includes Airfare & 
Hotel For A Week.
Drawing will be held 
Friday March 7th
.■•i?
New Student Happy Hour
50% OffTanning!!!
M O N ^ F R I 8 P M - 10P M
Open 7 Days A  Week
In -R o o m  M u sic
C o m p le te  Line o f Tann ing A cce le ra to rs
^ii'r ^  i
584 California Blvd. San Luis Obispo 541-5500 
1527 Grand Ave. Grover Beach 481 -9675 ■' \
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Story of gay man's death opens in SLO
By Lesley Reo
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
San Luis Obispo and Laramie, 
Wyo., are similar towns. Both are 
agrarian communities with a heavy' 
proportion of their population attrib­
uted to their respective universities, 
C al Poly and the University of 
Wyoming. BtJth lean toward a heavier 
male population and in both areas, the 
predominant race is white.
O n O ct. 8, 1998, Matthew
Shepard, a 21-year-old openly gay col­
lege student at the University of 
Wyoming, was kidnapped from a bar, 
robbed, severely beaten and left tied 
to a fence in a remote area just outside 
Laramie. He died four days later from 
the injuries he sustained in the attack. 
His two assailants admitted their 
motivations were anti-gay and are 
serving life imprisonment for their 
crime.
Shepard’s death and the effect it 
had on the population of Laramie will 
be offered to San Luis Obispo in “The 
Laramie Project,” presented Feb. 28 
through March 22 at the San Luis 
Obispo Little Theatre.
T he play was initially incepted 
from the Tectonic Theatre Group, 
originating in New York and led by 
Moisés Kaufman, who spent a year in 
Laramie conducting more than 200 
interviews with residents. The result: 
A theatrical prcxluction that probes 
all ranges of the spectrum of emotion 
and opinion produced as both an 
HBO film and in smaller-scale the­
atres.
“TTiis play runs kind of like a news 
story with em otion,” said Wendy 
Eidson, executive director of San Luis
Obispo Little Theater. “It gives every 
aspect of the situation and doesn’t tell 
you what to think.”
The play, which contains 36 cast 
members, is “not a typical theater 
show,” according to Eidson. It bears no 
similarities to high school productions 
such as “Grease” and “Oklahoma!” 
There are no musical numbers, mini­
mal costumes, many characters, a sin­
gle set and a less conventional plot 
structure. The only publicity the cast
▼...............................................
“The play is about so 
much more than gay rights 
and a murder. ”
Wendy Eidson
Director, SLO Little Theater
receives is their names in the program; 
the traditional curtain call is omitted.
“The play is about so much more 
than gay rights and a murder,” Eidson 
said. “It’s about how you really feel.” 
Director Jeffrey S. johnsen found 
himself intrigued with the play from 
the first mentions of it. Although his 
initial suggestion to produce the play 
in San Luis Obispo fell short, he was 
later informed that the city had 
earned the rights to the piece.
“I’m not your Neil Simon kind of 
guy,” johnsen said. “If it’s a drama, 
then it had better make you think.” 
Thought is the main provocation of 
the play. The presentation of a gamut 
of sentiments from the Laramie pc>pu- 
lation allows the viewer a chance to 
question his or her own values and 
beliefs. O ne character, named
jedadiah Schultz, represents a college 
student who is unsure of his feelings 
on homosexuality and spends the play 
coming to terms with his decision.
A ctor Greg Sellars, who plays 
jedadiah, describes himself as hailing 
from a versatile family and is glad for 
the opportunity to contribute to the 
prcxluction.
“1 wanted to be involved in some 
way, shape or form and show support 
for our gay and lesbian brothers and 
sisters,” Sellars said. “I wanted to be 
involved because this can happen 
anywhere; SLO  is not exempt.”
johnsen agreed that the communi­
ties are similar.
“San Luis Obispo is a community 
very much like Laramie, Wyo.: 
They’re the same size, same political 
make up and the gay and lesbian 
community are inside,” johnsen said. 
“W hat the violence did to the town 
and how tolerance was faced creates a 
political and personal climate that is 
timely right now.”
Due to recent discriminatory 
events the G LBU  has been faced 
with, president Mel Commuso is con­
cerned about the comparison of the 
two towns. Her organization will par­
ticipate in one of four benefit nights 
made possible by the Growing 
Together Initiative funded by the San 
Luis Obispo Community Foundation. 
Other organizations include the AIDS 
Support Network, Gay and Lesbian 
Acceptance (G A LA ) and Parents, 
Family and Friends of Lesbians and 
Gays (PFLAG).
Tickets are available from the 
G LBU  and at the San Luis ObisptT 
Little Theater box office at 786-2440.
^ o S t e n n e r  y l e n ^
STU D EN T LIVING AT ITS F IN E S T”
S I N C E  1 9 6 8  
S L O
W W W . S T E N N E R G L E N . C O M
Are You Homeless 
This Quarter?
T lfe le iffl
Townhouse 
Apartments for 
Students...
...1$ Your Answer
Rooms Available NOW at Special Discounted Rates... 
As Low as %500* per month...Call for Details!
‘Offer for new applicants only that are applying for Winter 2003 or Spring 2003. 
‘Not available for Fall 2003 applicants or current lease holders.
‘Other restrictions may apply.
«
(805) 543-1450
www.ValenciaApartments.com
The Art of Boredom
A gallery o f doodles from campus notebooks. This week we fea^ 
cure doubt, weightlessness, G reek daydreams, bunnies with 
axes and “bling, bling.”
"Glimmer o f Doubt"
-  Chris Carlson
r
"Ws over. I'm Ming Ming and  
he's Mah Mah.."
"Showtime"
-  Joi Margoias
"Bling Bling‘
-  M .L  Paley
"Frat Boy Dreamin'
-  Brett Witzel
"Barbarian Bunny"
-  Mott Colon
Drop your ¿(xxUles by the Mustang Daily. Include title of tne piece and your name.
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North Korea not a 
threat to United States
OK, so in the past I’ve been trying to ignt)te North Korea like a Frenchman ignores deiH-lorant. However, when North Korea’s governmenr-conm)llecl media con­stantly releases statements like the following, it necessitates my response: “If the 
U.S. war hawks unleash another Korean war aggression, the anny and people of the 
DPRK (Democratic People’s Republic of Korea) will mercilessly wipe out the aggressius” 
and American sky’s will burn like tire” (CNN.com).
Is anyone else tired of this besides me? Is anyone else sick of treating this screaming rat- 
hole of a nation like a real country? If you are, read on and allow me to explain why real­
ism works.
In order to do this, I’d have to addre.ss Kim Jong-il: “Hey Kim, let me explain some­
thing, you are the leader of North Korea! You have not earned the right to play with or 
he treated like the other big hoys. Once you are capable of feeding, clothing or prtwiding 
shelter for half of your citizens, come hack and talk to me.”
Everyone is concerned because North Korea spends an estimated 30 percent of its 
available incline on its military. The thing r»eople forget is that “30 percent of nothing” 
is really “nothing minus 70 percent.” Tlie actual value of the “30 percent ot available 
income” is estimated to Ix' about $1 billion. Really, $1 billion! The American public 
spends an estimated $3 to 5 billion on Internet p«.im and the North Koreans spend $1 bil­
lion on their entire armed forces. Yeah, 
I’m scared.
North Korea is acting up now because 
they feel America is distracted with Iraq 
right now and now is a great time to play 
up the extortion card. This is similar to 
how you wait until ytnir older brother 
gets in trouble before you tell your par­
ents that you’re banned from the capital 
because you called Barbara Btixer a 
“flagitious left-winged nut-job.” (What? 
JL y  ^ ^ ^  This only happened to me?)
North Korea is not a massive threat to 
us (they are a threat, just not a critical one). North Korea is to an actual country as the 
Lighthouse is to actual fcxxl. Calling North Korea’s economy stagnate is being far too gen­
erous. According to the CIA, North Korea’s gross domestic product is $21.8 billion with 
a real growth rate of negative 3 percent. For comparison, South Korea’s GDP is $865 bil­
lion with a real growth rate of 3.3 percent. These two countries have approximately the 
same geographic region, approximately the same natural resources and virtually the same 
environment.
But you know, maybe I’ve always been wrong: Gjmmunism could work. (OK, a few of 
you aren’t going to get this and you’re going to be the ones who write in so let me explain 
this. It’s called sarcasm: 1 am being absurd to illustrate my ptiint).
North Korea’s military is comprised of mainly 1950s and ‘60s-era Soviet technology. 
The staple aircraft in their fighter fleets are the M IG -17 and the M lG -21. That being said, 
allow me to illustrate why this is adorable insteaJ of threatening. Last month, you could 
have Kiught a MlG-21 ON EBAY! That’s right, any American with $800,000 lying in 
their couch cushions could have bought this fully functional (civilianized of course), 
multi-ton, superstinic tin can. Most people wouldn’t use this plane to dust crops, let alone 
defend their country.
At this point 1 am assuming most of you are saying, “But John, dcxsn’t North Korea 
have nuclear weapons that could theoretically reach the West Qiast.^’ Unfortunately, my 
answer would have to be, “Yes. Yes they do.” Oh, while 1 am on the topic, “Thanks Mr. 
Clinton, 1 am very glad you decided to u.se appeasement to build the North Koreans a 
nuclear reactor that they can ntiw use to Kimb us. While I’m on it. Thanks Carter -  Gtxxl 
work." (Sarca.sm, my only friend).
Yes, North Korea dtx.*s have the btimb and (iissuming it got thiXHtgh our missile shield) 
they ccHild use it to cause devastating effects on the United States. Tiast me, this would be 
the worst day in the hi.su>ry of the United States and I hope that it will never happen. 
Fortunately, here’s why it never would. As bad as it would be for us, it wt>uld be much worse 
for them. Our ccxintry would be hurt; theirs would be gone. Pyongyang would run red with 
bkxxJ. Yixj km>w what, 1 am taking that back, because even blo»xl can be vapxirized. 
America needs to stand firm. Unfortunately, it has to threaten death to insure life. 
The current administration is doing its best to solve this problem diplomatically (See: 
Buying time while we use Iraq to make a px i^nt). Don’t worry, Kim Jong-il will get dealt 
with s(xin enough. However, 1 would like to remind those anti-war protesters to remem­
ber them saying “North Korea is a bigger threat than Iraq now.” I’ll be sure to remind ytxi 
that you said that when we turn our sights on North Korea.
I’d hate to have you guys look like hypocrites. You know, like not criticizing Clinton 
for attacking Iraq or Serbia without U.N. support but criticizing Bush for doing the same. 
You know, s(ime far-fetched hypothetical like that.
People get mad at me for only criticizing and never offering a solution. Well, here it 
goes. We want the people of North Korea to revolt against their oppressors. 
Unfortunately, only well-fed individuals are capable of revolting, and the North Korean 
people are starving. Coincidentally, our nation’s dog jxiunds are overflowing. Put two and 
two together people. Problem solved.
Letters to the editor
John Holbus is a political science Junior and Mustang Daily columnist.
War needed under certain 
circumstances
Editor,
Every day I am in the middle of signs, rallies ;md 
speakers, all for peace. I am all for peace, and currently 
have a few friends in Iraq its well as other places in the 
Middle East. However, it seems a little late for these 
antics. 1 do not mean to he offensive with this or crude, 
but these rallies and speakers are mi.ssing the ptiint. Just 
its we all pay taxes to support our ltx:al police, we pay 
taxes to have a standing amiy. Would you let .someone 
come into your home and destroy your property without 
calling the police? Dtiubthil. That’s why they are there, 
to “protect and serve.” Just as we have law enforcement, 
we have the armed forces to keep us safe, nationally.
Someone comes into our country and you don’t do 
anything aKiut it? If the dog bites you, put it down. If 
we don’t show a little mu-scle and show the rest of the 
world why we are a “world power,” then we leave our 
dixirs open to the “terrorism” that pktguc's our everyday 
news. Ever stop and think what would happen if we did­
n’t have the anned forces? Our hiwn might actually 
resemble that of the demonstration. Wliat about the 
thousands of innocent victims of the World Trade 
Center and the Pentagon?
I’m all in favor of fxace, but by not going to war in 
this case, the ends most certainly do not justify the 
means.
really should not have to connect the dots here, but 1 
will anyway.
This would result in: l\*ad informants, infonnation 
leaks disappearing and attacks that are planned around 
our security measures.
Behind the scenes, the government is doing its best 
to try and protect you. The terror alert system, which 
dcxs seem rather trivial, is the best thing they can .share 
with you. They tell you that they got new infomiation, 
how credible it is and to be on the Icxikout. The purpo.se 
of this is to get people to kxikout for themselves and 
their fellow citizens. This might be a sh(x:ker to you 
Laura, but the government is no super-hero and can’t 
guarantee they will rescue you every time.
By giving you tips on being prepared to help yourself, 
such as www.ready.gov, they are doing far more for you 
than an entire ux)in full of “feel gtxxl” legislation could. 
You can make your own decision on their tips, but to say 
that they are trying to “cover their rear” is idiotic. It is 
YOUR rear they are trying to cover.
Kurt Fredlund is a mechanical engineering freshman.
Gays should be proactive in 
fight for equal rights
Editor,
In response to Trilby Barton’s letter, “Acceptance by 
others is overrated” (Feb. 26), I would like to make a 
few comments. How do you know people in the GLBU 
chr>se to live that way? How do you know being gay or 
lesbian is not a genetic trait? You know what Trilby, 1 
bet your assumptions are right, because chcxising to be 
gay or lesbian is so “ax il” in our sticiery that anyone 
wanting to fit in would make that chtiice.
Furthermore, in your letter you tell people not to care 
about acceptance because God judges us in the end. 
Maybe he or she does -  I don’t know and I don’t really 
care, but .should we really turn the other cheek when 
people treat us unfairly? Seriously, why did blacks fight 
for civil rights in the 1960s? They should have accept­
ed the discrimination from many whites and tumetl 
blindly to their brothers and sisters who were being 
lynched. Or, as you .say, “Maybe you .should re-evaluate 
your life, ask yourself why that person’s opinion Kithers 
you sti much.”
Yeah, you’re right again! Blacks should have evaluat­
ed the color of skin they were bom with iastead of fight­
ing for equality. As well, the people in the GLBU 
shixild evaluate the .sexuality they were Kim with, 
instead of demanding equal rights. Overall Trilby, it 
makes me sad to hear aKxit your lixk of empathy and 
selfi.sh nature.
Kevin Scheidel is an electrical engineering senior who 
makes duct tape origami.
Christians called by God to 
share their religion
Editor,
1 feel that many people are ftxusing too much on the 
actions of Christians and not enough on God. 
Christians are not the K’st representatives for God, Gtxl 
is. But Christiaas have the desire to mcxJel their lives 
according to GtxJ’s character. So before basing your 
views from stereotypes and what you hear from others 
on the Christian faith seek out God for yourself.
1 would also like to add this as a Christian, I am not 
to force Christian standards upon unbelievers (1 Cor 
5:12), and 1 am not to deceive petiple by letting them 
believe that church membership, giving money or any 
gixxJ works are somehow connected with becoming a 
Christian (Eph 2:8-10). But I am callcxl by GtxJ several 
times to share his gtxxl news. 1 will qut»te the Bible to 
partly justify why Christians preach. “Anyone who calls 
on the name of the Ixird will be .saved.” But how can 
they call on him to save them unless they believe him? 
And how can dicy believe in him if they have never 
heard aKuit him? And how can they hear aKxit him 
unless someone tells them?... (Rom 10:13-14)
This is my interpretation of these verses not yours, 
but if yixi read them I believe you will come to the same 
interpretation. 1 also hope that the decision to not 
accept Christ lias come only after tnily scx'king GixJ 
with your heart and it ytxj haven’t really made that deci­
sion, give Gixl and C?hristians another chance.
Joshua Kob is a political science sophomore.
Government does its best to 
protect citizens
Editor,
In her article Feb. 26 (“Not enough duct tape in the 
world to fix pieace of mind”), Laura Newman complains 
aKiut the ambiguity of the terror alert system and is 
upset aKxit the vagueness of information on security 
measures. I pmpose an alternative. Each time the gov­
ernment gets information on a terrorist attack, they tell 
the public exactly where they got the info and what the 
attack is going to be. Then they pxist on the Internet 
detailed descriptions of security measures being taken. 1
Stephen J.Chee is a civil engineering senior.
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Oil industry not to blame for possible war
Commentary
I’m ready to get to the bottom of this. The pro- war, anti-war movements have invaded my school, my street, even my home. I live 
between two politically opposed bedrooms; one is 
decorated with roses from the son of a Chevron- 
Texaco executive, and the other is garnished with 
posters announcing oil company greed.
The area near Mitchell Park on Pismo Street
echoes with the 
chants and shouts 
of peace protesters, 
and my university is plastered with crudely etched 
war option phrases. Everything and everyone is 
being redefined by the threat of war.
The oil industry also developed a new face in 
light of the Bush administration’s war against ter­
rorism -  which targets the Middle East. Industry 
giants like Exxon-Mobil, BP and Chevron- 
Texaco are now painted as ugly, oil-thirsty mon­
grels drooling for access to Iraq’s rich oil fields. But 
after learning about the true dynamics of the oil 
industry. I’ve realized there are many misconcep­
tions about the oil company’s involvement in the 
conflict in Iraq.
A  New York Times article said that the United 
States relies on Iraq as an oil source. The United 
States, in fact, does not depend upon Iraqi oil, but 
buys it there based on U.S. government regulation 
and pays world market prices for the oil.
Some of the other top oil countries which the 
United States import from are Nigeria, Angola, 
Venezula and Mexico.
If the impending war came to be, the U.S. gov­
ernment would control the oil fields in Iraq, not 
the oil companies.
Norman Osborn, chief information officer for 
finances, human resources and the corporate 
department for Chevron-Texaco, said if our gov­
ernment had control of the oil fields in Iraq, this 
would not result in a U.S. oil company’s monop­
oly of those natural resources. The good old fash­
ioned market system would prevent this, as each 
competing oil company first bids on the job, sub­
mitting to the government -  who “owns” the oil -  
their best price to efficiently operate the fields.
Considering that some of the largest oil compa­
nies in the world are not U.S. companies, there is 
no threat of a U.S. oil industry monopoly on Iraqi
No one is going to make billions o f dollars o ff o f  Iraqi oil -  more proof 
that the oil industry is not really as bonded to Bush as the public per  ^
ceives it to be.
oil. For example, Oslxim said, BP has headquar­
ters in London.
The oil industry di^s not support the war on 
Iraq. War does not benefit the oil industry because 
oil revenues are redirected toward rebuilding the 
destroyed economy and infrastructure. The oil 
companies are paid to manage the oil fields and 
pump oil, but the government gets the rest of the 
revenue, Osborn said.
This money goes into humanitarian programs 
such as fixxl and aid for Iraq. Currently, the Iraqi 
people are not seeing the funds.
“In Iraq, the oil they are selling and the money 
they are getting is going toward preparation for a 
war against the U.S., not the Iraqi people,” 
Osborn said.
No one is going to make billions of dollars off 
of Iraqi oil -  more proof that the oil industry is not
really as bonded to Bush as the public pierceives it 
to be. In the oil refinery business, margins are 
small, according to the Chevron-Texaco Web site. 
Huge, expensive pipelines running into the land 
and oil ocean barges are needed to transport the 
oil.
TTien the oil is mn through refineries in the 
United States, which are old and inefficient due 
to environmental legislation that makes the p»er- 
mits needed for repairs difficult to obtain.
As an attack against the idea of war with Iraq, 
blame is placed on the oil industry. But oil com­
panies do not suppxjrt an attack on Iraq and the 
devastation that would follow for the Iraqi peo­
ple.
Abbey Kingdon is an animal science senior and 
Mustang Daily staff writer.
Pot should be the least of 
administration's worries
Commentary
W ith America tensely poised against the possibil­ity of new terrorist attacks, the U.S. government announced that it has identified a new threat to 
American citizens: Web sites selling bongs, roach clips and 
rolling papers.
How high can our terror-alert be with the government 
focusing its energy on ptitheads?
Attorney General John Ashcmfr proclaimed the suc- 
ces.sful completion last week of a national sweep to crack­
down on the biggest Internet drug paraphernalia sites in 
the United States.
In all, charges were brought against at least 55 people, 
mostly in Pennsylvania and California, who had trafficked 
everything from lipstick-shaped marijuana pipes to gas 
masks that dtxible as bongs. Those charged face up to three 
years in prison if convicted, along with fines of up to
$250,000.
“With the advent of the Internet, the illegal drug para­
phernalia industry has exploded,” Ashcroft said. “The drug 
paraphernalia business now thrives not only in small shops
but it is now accessible in 
any home with a computer 
and Internet access... Quite 
simply, the illegal drug para­
phernalia industry has invaded the homes of families across 
the country without their knowledge.”
Zig-zags have never been ordered from my computer 
without my knowledge, and I don’t seem to get many “buy- 
a-bong” pop-up ads, do you? Kind of wish I did thou^.
Did you ktKJW that federal law makes it a crime to sell 
drug paraphernalia?
Though the crime has rarely attracted the interest of law 
enforcement officiak in the past, Ashcroft said the justice 
Department decided to open a multi-agency undercover 
operation after a recent case in Pittsburgh pointed out the 
depth of the problem.
The action, called Operation Pipe Dreams, was the fed­
eral government’s boldest attempt yet to close Web sites 
that sell drug paraphernalia. Eleven Web site operators 
were indicted for allegedly selling illegal devices, including 
bongs and “holders for marijuana cigarettes.”
T he W eb sites targeted in raids that took place 
included: PipesForYou.com, O m niLounge.com ,
ColorChangingG lass.com , 420now .com ,
Smokelab.com and PuffPipes.com.
Ashcroft told reporters that the government would ask 
a U.S. district court in Pittsburg to point people trying to 
access the sites to a Web page at DEA.gov that says:
“By application of the United States Drug Enforcement 
Administration, the Web site you are attempting to visit 
has been restrained by the United States District Court for 
the Western District of Pennsylvania pursuant to Title 21, 
United States Code, Section 853 (e)( 1 )(a).”
Drug paraphernalia is defined by the DEA’s Web site as 
any product primarily intended or designed to aid in the 
manufacturing, concealing or ingesting of a controlled sub­
stance. Marijuana pipes, roach clips, cocaine freebase kits, 
miniature scales and tools for cutting or diluting raw drugs 
are all considered banned.
Once the province of neighKirhoixI “bead shops,” dnig 
paraphernalia has expkxled into a billion-dollar industry in
Operation Pipe Dreams is only going to 
keep people from smoking in style and 
put some very artistic entrepreneurial 
glass blowers out o f business.
which suppliers use the Internet to sell their wares with lit­
tle fear of prosecution, the officials said.
“Revenue for suppliers named in the indictments 
reached as high as $50 million a year each,” said Mary Beth 
Buchanan, the United States attorney for western 
Pennsylvania whose office led part of the investigation. 
“With the raids, prosecutors believe they have put all the 
major paraphernalia suppliers in the United States out of 
biLsiness.”
Some groups critical of the Bush administration’s drug 
policies questioned whether the department was wasting its 
resources on a fairly obscure comer of the drug-trafficking 
industry.
Keith Stroup, director of the National Organization for 
the Reform of Marijuana Laws, said it was ridiculous for the 
justice Department to be indicting bong-sellers when the 
United States has been on high temir-alert status.
“This latest enforcement initiative is primarily an 
expression of extremism of this particular attorney gener­
al,” Stroup said. “Ashcroft is a right-wing zealot, and 1 have 
to think that President Bush and most of his serious advis­
ers have fsir more serious work to focus on right now than 
whether someone’s selling rolling papers and roach clips.”
Marc Rotenberg of the Electronic Privacy Information 
Center said redirecting Web visitors to C^A.gov raises 
legal issues.
“It sounds like this is a concluded drug operation segue­
ing into a new sting operation,” Rotenberg said. “In effect, 
the defunct Web sites become electronic flypaper for those 
looking for illegal drug paraphernalia, reporters covering 
the story or people who just have trouble spelling on 
Google.”
Ethan Nadelmann, executive director of the Drug 
Policy Alliance, a New^ork group who favors liberalizing 
drug laws and legalizing marijuana, said it is a wasteful and 
tragic use of resources.
But Ashcroft, joined at a news conference by officials 
from the DEA and the White House, said the ease with 
which young people could get their hands on drug para­
phernalia was a growing concern to him and others in the 
administration.
Young people can readily get their hands on much worse 
things than bongs, Mr. Ashcroft. And pot smokers have 
well proven that all you need to smoke pot is a tin can, a 
toilet paper roll or an apple.
Pot smokers will not be deterred. They are resourceful 
people and the list of possible paraphernalia would become 
infinite. Operation Pipe l>eams is only going to keep peo­
ple from smoking in style and put some very artistic entre­
preneurial gla.ss blowers out of business.
William Reitz is a journalism senior and Mustang Daily 
staff writer.
Letters to the editor
Hoping campaign finance reform eventually passes 
Editor,
I am glad Mustang Daily finally ran a story about A Sl campaign finance 
reform. I sent in a letter to the editor about it a few weeks ago. It is great how 
the Elections Reform Committee will be conducting further research. I just 
wonder what took it so long to get to that point.
It is pretty clear A SI President Jake Parnell is not a fan of the reform. “I’m 
glad that nothing happened,” Parnell said. “There are still too many ‘t’s to cross 
and ‘i’s to dot before making a decision on this.”
In response to Jake’s quote, I would just like to ask why are there still too 
many t ’s to cross and i’s to dot? Jake being appointed as chair of the committee 
to look into this last year has a lot to do with it. W hen a committee never 
meets, it is hard to accomplish anything. He is helping push things in the direc­
tion he wants and that appears to be no reform. The Chair of the Board, Luke 
Parnell (yes, it is Jake’s brother), should have done a better job of encouraging 
board members to more thoroughly research proposals. My frustration stems 
from the fact that research could have been done last year and earlier tbis year.
Hopefully, eventually, some day in the future, campaign reform will happen. 
I just hope the research doesn’t get put off again this year.
Wendy Martin is an environmental engineering graduate student.
Find President Baker, win $20 
Editor,
This is a proposal and a challenge to all Cal Poly students. Like several stu­
dents, we know of the fabled legend of the existence of President Warren Baker, 
who, like the Loch Ness Monster, has been seen by few, rumored by many. 
Keeping this in mind, here is the challenge, what we like to call “W here’s 
Warren” (after the popular book of our generation, “W here’s Waldo”):
The FIRST (and only first) current Cal Poly student who takes a picture of 
President Warren Baker on campus (an actual photograph, not a photocopy 
from a book or a printout from the Internet) and sends it in to us, along with 
name (the picture alone would be quite a feat for any Cal Poly student), will 
receive $20, no other strings attached. Also e-mail your address to us at 
whereiswarren@hotmail.com.
Animal science junior Jake Olson and English junior Erin Bernard really need a 
hobby.
Americans too apathetic to the rest of world 
Editor,
I am tired of all the anti-war protests around school. This Utopian crap about 
keeping peace is garbage. If people cared about killing innocent Iraqi civilians, 
why are protests only starting when American money and American lives are at 
stake? I did not hear any sentiment toward the lives of Iraqis when they were 
slowly dying due to American sanctions. For those of you who forgot or just 
don’t know, we have already been bombing Iraq this year, and last, and the year 
before that. Where were the protesters then?
I love being an American; where else can you live in excess and get away 
with it? I love having all the leisure of life handed to me and not caring about 
where it comes from. I wouldn’t have it any other way. And I admit that. I will 
not sleep any less if we do or don’t go to war. I will not sleep any less if a bunch 
of people get bombed in Iraq who have nothing to do with the war.
Will you? Have you been losing sleep over the raping of African lands by 
Exxon so your big trucks can run 10 miles to the gallon? How about American 
exploitation of children in sweatshops to make trendy Gap clothing or whatev­
er the hell people wear nowadays? LXi you care? 1 doubt it. Hell, 1 don’t really 
care either, and I don’t pretend to. We live in this free country not becau.se 
Americans gave their lives fighting for it, but because Americans take them 
away.
Robert Ly is a computer science sophomore.
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DRC
continued from page 1
Of the 26 students that submitted 
applications, 17 were chosen for per­
sonal interviews and 14 finalists will
receive $400 each at the reception.
Major criteria considered in award­
ing the honorees were the written 
comments on the application (includ­
ing educational plans and career 
goals), financial need, involvement in 
activities and organizations and pre­
sentation in the personal interviews.
“Many of the students chosen have 
excellent CPA’s and are highly 
involved in the community, their col­
leges and campus activities,” Polinsky 
said.
The students receiving the honorar­
ium money will not be the only people 
honored at the reception.
Community members who volun­
teer their time to read textbooks and 
record their voices on tape and admin­
istration, faculty and staff will also be 
honored.
“This part of the reception will 
honor those that have gone the extra 
mile to help us help students with dis­
abilities,” Weltmer said.
Ann Fryer, assistant director of 
DRC, commented on how much dedi­
cation some of the volunteers have to 
the program.
“Some of them have been reading 
textbooks on tape for up to 17 years,” 
Fryer said.
cds (this year alone): $300
vintage rock posters: about $40 each
letter from neighbor complaining about music: $0
frame for concert ticket stubs: $ 13
used turntable: $20
guitar pick necklace: $.75
finding out there’s an internship for people like you: priceless
Apply for a summer internship with Interscope/GefTen/A&M Records at mastercard.com.
You could be sent to Nashville, where you’ll spend five weeks learning from industry bigwigs.
You might even be flown to LA  to work on the Jurassic 5 album Power in Numbers. 
there are some things money can’t buy. for everything else there’s MasterCard.*
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LACROSSE
continued from page 12
UCLA is ranked second in the league behind Cal 
Poly, and is the only team to have beaten them this sea­
son. Not only did the Cal Poly team heat the Bruins 
Saturday, but they got the goal differential.
The Mustangs beat the Bruins by a larger margin than 
UCLA previously beat them, so goal differential is one of 
the tiebreakers that could give Cal Poly an automatic bid 
to nationals, team member Lindsey Kanewischer said.
The team is not quite in the clear yet, though. They 
must remain undefeated in order to retain their lead if 
U CLA  is victorious in the rest of their league games.
“We just have to keep focus, because last year UCLA
“This is what w e’ve been looking for­
ward to all season. W e’re confident that 
we can beat the rest o f  the teams in the 
league, so once we got past this, w ere  
confident that w e’re going to St. Louis 
(for nationals.”
Lauren Chase
Women's lacrosse team member
heat us and we beat them, but they lost to a couple of 
other teams that they probably shouldn’t have,” 
Kanewischer said. “We have to take care of getting 
through unbeaten so that we’re in the best possible spot 
to go to St. Louis.”
At halftime Cal Poly was ahead 5-4. But in the second 
half. Cal Poly put the pressure on and kept the ball on 
the Bruins’ side of the field. After a few close shots, 
Bridget Mulhem increased the Mustang lead with goal 
number six. Later, Ashley Kiersted whipped around the 
back of the goal and scored Poly’s seventh goal. Liz Mejia 
then assisted Lauren Chase’s goal, who scored, making 
the score 8-4.
On the draw after U CLA  made its fifth goal, Mejia 
ran the ball in from midfield to score. Finally, Kim Lutz 
brought home two goals under heavy defense to finish up 
the game with a victory.
Assistant coach Matt Lawicki said the women did 
everything they came out to do.
“We made up a special play for this game, which 
worked two or three times,” he said. “We found the iso­
lations and got the ball behind the net.”
The team has won the national championships for the
“We’re not NCAA, but we get a lot o f  
respect from teams that are. We’i^ e built 
such a good program at the club level, 
we’re always in the lacrosse magazines 
and Web sites, so people back East 
know who we are .”
Lindsay Kanewischer
Team president
last two years, and the chances kx3k good for this year. 
W ith their record, the question of whether the club team 
should join the N CA A  has been raised.
“The biggest issue is the money,” Kanewischer said. 
“There are budget cuts all over the place, and I don’t 
think that the athletic department is very willing to take 
in another team.”
Right now the team is self-funded, with some help 
from Associated Students Inc. The women plan trips, 
lodging and other events on their own.
“W e’ve been talking with the athletic department, 
but, in terms of Title IX, we’re in compliance,” Lawicki 
said. “If they take a women’s team they have to take a 
men’s team, so we’re the next that’s slated to go to 
N C A A .”
For now, the women are happy with the reputation 
they are creating within the lacrosse world.
“W e’re not N C A A , but we get a lot of respect from 
teams that are,” Kanewischer said. “W e’ve built such a
“We built this team from nothing, so this 
is amazing. Give us two years, and we 
can easily be better than Cal, better than 
Stanford. W e’ll definitely be con­
tenders.”
Lindsay Kanewischer
Team president
good program at the club level, we’re always in the 
lacrosse magazines and Web sites, so people back East 
know who we are.”
Team members say that the prospects kxik good for 
this team in the future.
“We built this team up from nothing, so this is amaz­
ing,” Kanewischer said. “Give us two years, and we can 
easily be better than Cal, better than Stanford. W e’ll 
definitely be contenders.”
SOFTBALL
continued from page 12
Stoufer was up to her tricks again 
in the second game, leading the 
Mustang assault with three hits and 
two RBIs, including a single in the 
sixth inning that broke a 3-3 tie.
W ith the bases loaded, Stoufer sin­
gled to right field, driving in sopho­
more leftfielder Amyjo Nazarenus.
▼ --------------------------- ;-------------------
“/ think now w e’re all
starting to come together
and put hits together.
Usually it’s just kind o f  a
hit here, a hit there,
whereas now w e’re pulling
it together as a team .”
Roni Sparrey
second baseman
After junior rightfielder Chelsea 
Green was thrown out at the plate on 
the same play trying to score from 
second base. Saint Mary’s catcher 
Kim Milner tried throwing behind 
Cal Poly’s Roni Sparrey at second 
base. The ball got away, allowing 
Sparrey to score on the error and giv­
ing Cal Poly the lead for good at 5-3.
Pitcher Cassie Vanderbeek deliv­
ered a strong effort for the Mustangs, 
striking out five and scattering five 
hits for the complete game victory.
The pair of wins put the Mustangs 
at an even 12-12 for the season.
Cal Poly head coach Lisa Boyer 
saw the team’s combined 23 hits in 
the two games as a strong building 
block for the rest of the weekend, as 
well as the rest of the season.
“To put that kind of offensive spark 
together, and the comeback in both 
games, definitely those are two big 
wins for us and gives us some serious 
momentum,” Eioyer said. “I think
every time we take the field we’re get­
ting better.”
Sparrey, a junior second baseman, 
also saw the games as a positive step 
for the team.
“1 think now we’re just all starting 
to come together and put hits togeth­
er,” Sparrey said. “Usually it’s just 
kind of a hit here, a hit there; where­
as now we’re pulling it together as a 
team.”
Vanderbeek struggled with control 
for the first four innings, walking five 
Gael batters, but turned it up a notch 
and allowed only one baserunner for 
the final three innings.
“I think I finally got it together,” 
said the junior pitcher. “1 didn’t feel 
like I was getting into the flow of the 
game until then. I’m not a strikeout 
pitcher, and in the beginning of the 
game ... I’m used to groundouts and 
kind of easing into the game like that. 
So 1 never really got into the flow of 
the game and that screwed me up.”
The right-hander put the clamps 
on Saint Mary’s first baseman Claudia 
Williams, who had a home run and 
three RBIs in game one, holding the
T
“To put that kind o f  offen­
sive spark together, and the 
comeback in both games, 
definitely those are two big 
wins for us and gives us 
some serious momentum. I 
think every time we take 
the field w e’re getting bet- 
ter.
Lisa Boyer
Cal Poly coach
Gaels’ main threat to only a walk.
“The first at bat she (Williams) 
kind of struggled with the changeup, 
and that’s huge,” Vanderbeek said. “If 
they can’t hit the changeup, fhen 1 
feel confident that I can get them 
throughout the game.”
Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 ( 805)  75Ó-1143
H e l p  W a n t e d
Port San Luis Harbor is 
hiring Lifeguards for Aviia 
Beach.
High schooi grad w ith cur­
rent First Aid and CPR. 
Obtain apps at Harbor 
Office, Pier Three. Aviia 
Beach. Close date 4/3/03. 
For more info, call 595-5425.
E m p l o y m e n t
Beach Lifeguards/ Jr. Lifeguard 
Instructors/ Jr. Lifeguard Aides 
City Morro Bay; Summer p/t hrs;
LG’s & Instructors: $10.00- 
11.00/hr., patrol beach & safety of 
public, teach jr. guard program; 
Aides; $7.95-8.44/hr, assist jr. 
guard instructors; current Title 22, 
C P R  for Professional resver. Red 
Cross Basic Lifeguard certs req for 
all positions: Apply 595 Harbor, 
772-6207 by Friday, April 4, 2003.
SUMMER CAMPS
www.daycampjobs.com
E m p l o y m e n t
SUMMER CAMP JOBS IH  
THE SAHTA CRUZ MTNS!
Counselors and Specialists for 
Resident girls camps. Lifeguards, 
food service, and maintenance staff 
needed. June-Aug salary + 
bnfts. (408)287-4170 ext. 220 or 
www.girlscoutsofscc.org/camp 
VIS IT  US AT THE JOB 
FAIR MARCH 4th!
Day Camps Seek Summer Staff 
Residing in the San Fernando or 
Conejo Valleys 
$2800 + 
888-784-CAMP 
www.workatcamp.com
Day camps seek Summer Staff 
Residing in or near the San 
Fernando/Conejo Valleys 
You can earn $2800 - $3500 + 
Spend your summer outdoors 
working with children!
888-784-CAMP
www.workatcamp.com
E m p l o y m e n t E m p l o y m e n t  I A n n o u n c e m e n t s
Classifieds are killar!
Summer jobs in S F  East Bay! 
Horseback ride/ Swim/Rockclimb 
Contact us: 
jobs ©roughing it.com 
www.roughingit.com
Resident Summer camp for 
children 7-14
Now hiring camp counselors. 
Located near Lake Tahoe. Looking 
for responsible, enthusiastic 
individuals who enjoy working 
with children. Competitive salary. 
Great work environment. For more 
information call 530-274-9577
Summer Internships
Travel, experience, challenge, 
resume, and average pay of $7200. 
Now hiring for 50 positions!!
Southwestern Co.
Jeremy Perkins 801 -8370
HORSEBACK RIDIHG  
IHSTRUCTORS!
Camp-Santa Cruz Mtns, seeks 
exp. riders to deliver a 
comprehensive riding program 
for girls. Teach Western or English 
or Vaulting, manage horses and 
facilities. June-Aug., salary + 
Rm/Brd. (408)287-4170 ext. 220 or 
www.girlscoutsofscc.org/camp. 
VIS IT US AT THE JOB 
FAIR MARCH4th!
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS 
HEEDED
No experience necessary!! 
Earn up to $150- $450/day!! 
Call for immediate exposure; 
1-888-820-0164 ext. 950
Lost  & F o u n d
Pocket organizer/handspring. 
Clear your conscience. 
226-9637
Skydive Taft 
student discount
Tandem $140.00 
Accelerated free fall $240.00 
Video $70.00 
661-765-JUMP 
www.skydivetaft.com
H o m e s  F o r  Sa l e
Houses and condos for sale 
For a free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO  call Nelson 
Real Estate 546-1990 or email 
Steve @ slohomes.com
R e n t a l  H o u s i n g
60 Casa St.
Townhouses. Now taking 
applications for Sept. 10. 
Non-smoker, quiet, no pets. 
Call Bea 543-7555
ClassHlads
756-1143
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W om en 's Lacrosse
Mustangs pummel 
Rhode Island 16-4 
in offensive show
T he Cal Poly women’s lacrosse team soundly defeated the Rhode Island 
Flyers Friday night hy a score of 16-
4.
The reigning national champi­
ons started off slow, hut took con­
trol after halftime with a series of 
hack-to-back goals out of the draw.
“We didn’t get to practice this 
whole week because its been rain­
ing and we haven’t had the field 
space, so 1 think we did pretty well 
considering we only had one or two 
practices,” said team member Kim 
Lut:.
By halftime. Poly was up 5-2. 
Shannon Keane-Miller set the tone 
for the second half, shooting goal 
number six less than a minute into 
the half. Right off the draw, Megan 
Dietz passed to Associated Students 
Inc. Rec Sports’ pre-season club 
player of the year Ashley Kiersted, 
who scored Poly’s eighth goal. 
Seconds later Kiersted scored again, 
bringing the score to 9-2 Cal Poly.
“We played a little slow tonight,” 
assistant coach Matt Lawicki said. 
“But once we got the fundamentals 
down, everything started clicking.” 
Rhode Island managed to score 
twice more before Bridget Mulhem 
.scored three consecutive goals, 
widening the gap. The Flyers would 
not he able to ckise for the rest of 
the night.
“The game tonight was pretty 
close in the beginning, hut in the 
second half we stepped it up and 
I’m pretty pleased with the play,” 
Lutz said.
Lauren Chase powered through 
the Rhode Island defen.se to score 
two of the remaining goals, with 
Ally Pasulka and Ruthie Ffamhly 
each contributing one pxtint to the 
final score.
The game ended with the Cal 
Poly women in high .spirits and 
energized for their big game the 
next morning against their closest 
competitor, U C LA , which the 
Mustangs won 11-5.
“These past three years we’ve 
grown a lot as a team,” Lutz said. 
“Hopefully this is our third year to 
win national championships; we 
won last year and the year before.” 
—Alina Neacy
Cal Poly Television
Catch Mustang 
highlights on CPTV
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT
Didn’t get a chance to catch your 
Cal Poly sports teams in action?
You can check them out on 
Polyvision, Cal Poly’s student-run 
television show. T he show airs 
Saturdays at 2:30 p.m. and Sundays 
at 5:30 p.m. on ItKal cable access 
channel 2.
This week, look for highlights 
from the Cal Poly softball team, 
and a complete wrap of the week’s 
Cal Poly athletic events.
Cal Poly Women's Lacrosse
ERIC HENDERSON/MUSTANG DAILY
Although this attempt was denied. Cal Poly's Bridget Mulhern scored twice in Saturday's victory.
Leaving no doubt
By Alina Neacy
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
with an 11-5 win over U CLA. teams in the league, so once we got
“This is what we’ve been looking past this, we’re confident that we’re 
forward to all season,” ream member going to St. Louis.”
The Cal Poly women’s lacrosse La„,en Chase said. "W e’re very confl- 
ream al hut secured its spot m the . r p n C i F  11
national championships Saturday; LACROSSE, pdQG 11
Cal Poly Softball
ERIC HENDERSON/MUSTANG DAILY
Strong defensive play helped lead the Mustangs to a sweep of Saint Mary's Saturday.
'Stangs take two from St. Mary's
By Steve Hill
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
a doubleheader from Saint Mary’s Holly Ballard went 2-for-4 with two 
College. RBls in the game, while sophomore
Cal Poly took the first game, 9-5, pitcher Eva Nelson pitched six
The Cal Poly srrftball team started
the Matdi Gras festivities early Stoufet three-tun home tun and a six- 
Satutday aftetntKm, stringing togeth-
er back-to-back comebacks to sweep $ 6 6  SO FT B A L L , p 3 9 6  11
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STATS
Did you know? 
Sports on other 
college carnpuses
-M ontana State  
University's biggest 
fan is know n as 
"Hairy Back Guy." He 
goes to all the games 
w ith  his shirt off, and 
he has "M -S -U "  
shaved into his back. 
That's dedication.
-A t Rhode Island, the 
dorms overlook the 
football field, and stu­
dents grill and w atch  
gam es from the roof.
T R IV IA
t o d n y 's  q u e s t i o n
What is Woody Harrelson's 
name in the movie "White 
Men Can't Jum p"?
Submit answers to: jljackso&calpoly.edu
M o n d a y  s  q u e s t i o n
Which former Phoenix Sun 
had the nickname "Hot Rod"? 
JOHNWflUAMS
Congratulations Alicia Marie Yandell, 
Joe Trudel and Dustin Russell, Tristan 
Negranti, and Mike Chapmanll
Sports editor Jacob Jackson can 
be reached at 756-1796 or jljack- 
so@calpoly.edu.
